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1.1 The proposed Illustrative Masterplan seeks 
to create an attractive, high quality mixed use 
development, a desirable place to live and work, 
and that articulates the vision of a new garden 
community.

1.0 Proposed
Illustrative Masterplan

‘New Garden Neighbourhoods’
1.2 The Illustrative Masterplan 
demonstrates the integration of landscape, 
public realm and movement routes to create a 
masterplan that is permeable and legible. 

1.3 A style of architecture needs to be 
adopted which gives clear identity to the 
development, one which uses materials and 
elements drawn from precedents in and around 
Taunton. Homes should be designed to high 
construction and sustainability standards, and 
future-proofed to stand the test of time.

‘Garden Town Gateways’
1.4 The sites location on one of Taunton’s 
key entry points calls for landscape treatment 
which exemplifies the garden community 
theme.
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2.0 Movement Strategy and Connectivity
2.1 The movement strategy should provide 
for a variety of modes of transport. An important 
aim from the outset has been the incorporation of 
routes for pedestrians, cyclists and public transport. 
All the key routes will be overlooked for the greater 
part and would be supported by a range of equally 
safe alternative routes within the block structure. 
This would cover the needs of all people, including 
the elderly and disabled.

‘Making our public realm & transport 
work harder for us’
2.2 The layout of routes addresses 
strategic vehicular and pedestrian/cycle 
connections to the town centre, to existing 
and future residential neighbourhoods 
nearby and to local facilities. Careful 
consideration has also been paid to the 
treatment of Hyde Lane to maintain it as 
a through-route, whilst treating it so as to 
discourage rat-running.
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2.3 This is the main movement corridor 
through the development connecting the site with 
Creech St Michaels and the A38. The character 
of the street can vary along its route and where 
appropriate can provide opportunities for:

• Footpaths both sides of road but where verge 
planting occurs footpath will be positioned 
behind;

• Street trees within verge on one side of the 
street, where there are no street trees front 
garden boundaries must be provided in the form 
of tall native hedges;

• 1.5m estate railing along footpaths with hedge 
behind to create a clear division between private 
and public spaces.

2.1 Street Types - Primary Street
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Movement

• Access connecting streets and private plots as 
well as parking courtyards;

• Access for all vehicles;

• footpaths to both sides of road or behind verge;

• Traffic calming measures at main junctions and 
strategic locations indicated by raised tables, 
change in surface material.

Landscape / Public Realm

• Defined carriageway and footpaths;

• Occasionally, a verge zone paved for on-street 
parallel parking provided along Park edge of the 
Green Lung (see page 80 and following of this 
document);

• Street trees planted in grass verge on one side 
of the road;

• Tall trees planted in wide grass verges within 
the corridor connecting to the northern part of 
the site;

• Street art and furniture are generally provided 
within the key spaces. They should be located 
along desire lines but should avoid obstructing 
opening or footpaths. Seating facilities should 
also be regularly spaced along pedestrian routes 
to allow elderly and disabled people to rest;

• The character of the local area and the site 
should be considered and reflected in the 
scale, colour and intensity of the street lighting 
proposed. It should also accord with the design 
and appearance of the street furniture proposed 
or existing. Any negative effects on the 
environment should be avoided or minimised.

Built Form

• Buildings along this route generally 2 storeys 
with some 2.5 storey in selected locations. This 
will provide a continuous frontage, normally set 
back with a generous front garden;

• 3 storey tall buildings to function as key or focal 
building.

Boundary Treatment

• Plot boundaries provided with 1.5m estate 
railing along footpath with hedge behind;

• Along the road, plot boundaries will be provided 
with a hedge behind a 1.5m estate railing;

• Garden fences and plot boundaries along public 
spaces and public routes should be close 
boarded fences rather than brick walls;

• Rear garden boundaries to the street should 
be enclosed by tall hedges. If brick walls are 
deemed necessary for security reasons then a 
tall hedge must be provided to screen the wall 
with sufficient room to survive.

Access

• Mainly direct frontage access, for on plot parking 
together with crossovers to parking courts, 
community streets and private drives.

Parking

• On-plot parking provided with garages set back 
in rear gardens;

• Parking courts to the rear of apartment buildings 
provided;

• On-street parallel parking accommodated 
only within the Green Lung (see page 80 and 
following of this document) within a verge strip 
along the park edge.
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2.2 Street Types - Garden Street
2.4 In terms of hierarchy these streets are 
second only to the Primary Street and are the main 
connector streets in both the northern and southern 
parcels. As the name suggests these streets must 
be substantially green in character with street 
trees, grass verges with wild flower planting and 
hedge planting separating buildings from the street.

• Single sided footway or shared surface

• Generous verge areas along road edges with 
room for planted rain gardens

• Trees within planted verges and hedges/shrub 
planting to dwelling frontages
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Movement

• Connection between Informal Avenue and 
Community Streets /Private Drives

• A flexible layout allows for single sided footpaths 
or footpaths either side

Landscape / Public Realm

• Defined carriageway and footpaths

• Street trees should be provided within grass 
verges along the roads and not within private 
front gardens and along carriageway / footpaths

• Where green verge widths allows for it, verge 
zones can be provided and paved for on-street 
parallel parking

• Street lighting should be provided in line with 
the character of the local area and the site and 
should be reflective of the scale, colour and 
intensity of the street lighting proposed. Any 
negative effects on the environment should be 
avoided or minimised

Built Form

• Buildings along this route are generally 2 storey. 
A continuous frontage normally set back with a 
generous front garden or a planted green verge 
when plots siding onto road

Boundary Treatment

• Plot boundaries will be provided with 1.5m 
estate railings with hedge behind along 
carriageway / footpath 

• Rear garden boundaries to the street to be in 
the form of tall hedges and brick walls. close 
board fencing to be avoided unless sufficiently 
screened with hedge planting

Access

• Mainly direct frontage access provided, with 
rear access for apartment blocks and for plots 
located at and framing nodes or junctions

• This street connects the Garden Streets with 
the Community Streets and Private Drives

Parking

• Predominantly on-plot parking provided with 
garages set back in rear gardens

• On-street parallel parking accommodated only 
within the Green Lung and within a verge strip 
along the park edge
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2.5 These streets are shared surface streets 
with the footpaths and carriageway combined to 
create a multi-use space. The surface material 
used should be the same and at the same level 
and demarcations should be avoided. Parking bays 
should be marked on the ground by using surface 
material which differs in colour to the rest of the 
street. Other contrasting lines and tactile materials 
will have to be provided to aid disabled people and 
the visually impaired.

2.6 These streets will make use of street 
furniture and tree / shrub planting to create a 
people friendly  street character to be used by 
cars, pedestrians alike, and with areas set aside for 
passive amenity.

2.7 An opportunity exists to provide landscaped 
rain gardens within the street design. 

2.3 Street Types - Community Street
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Movement

• A low level of traffic movement serving limited 
numbers of dwellings

• Transition route between the Garden Street and 
the Private Drives

Landscape / Public Realm 

• Shared spaces with landscaping, parking and 
areas for passive recreation to be inherent in the 
design

• Continuous shared space marked with different 
coloured material, setts or block pavers in 
contrasting textures or colours to identify 
roads, footpaths and parking spaces. Road 
demarcations should be avoided

• Street tree and shrub planting will define the 
space and placed strategically within the space 
to reduce traffic speed. The street trees should 
be provided within grass verges along the roads 
and not within private front garden

• Mainly terraces with narrow frontage units and 
generally small front gardens

• Opportunity to provide rain gardens and 
associated planting within overall street design

Built Form

• Building height is generally 2 storey which 
provides a continuous building frontage

• Mainly short terraces with some semi-detached 
and occasional detached houses which 
generally have a narrow frontage

Boundary Treatment

• Plot boundaries can include low height hedges 
or front garden planting

• Rear garden boundaries to the street to be in 
the form of tall hedges and brick walls. close 
board fencing to be avoided unless sufficiently 
screened with hedge planting

Access

• Generally direct frontage access provided for all 
units

• Rear parking courts and access accommodated 
for units fronting the public open key spaces

• These streets connect the Garden Streets with 
the Private Drives

Parking

• In-front of house parking provided with some 
on-plot parking / garaging provided for semi-
detached and detached units

• Some allocated or visitor spaces parallel parking 
within the street
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2.4 Street Types - Private Drives
2.8 Private Drives are informal, shared space 
routes which are privately owned and provides 
access to a limited number of dwellings. These 
drives form the transition between the housing 
areas and open spaces. To pronounce the informal 
character of these drives, the width will vary but 
will still be kept narrow to reduce the impact of the 
drive/hard surfacing along the open spaces. 

Movement

• A low level of traffic movement serving a very 
limited numbers of dwellings

Landscape / Public Realm 

• Continuous shared space with no demarcation

• Trees and hedges will be provided along the 
open space edge

• Where possible, soft landscaping traffic calming 
measures should be provided at the entrance to 
the drive to reduce traffic speed

Built Form

• Building height is generally 2 storey with a more 
informal and loose arrangement

• Mainly detached houses with some semi-
detached units

Boundary Treatment

• Front garden boundaries can vary and include 
low walls and fences with or without hedges 
behind

• Small gaps between houses can be bridged 
with brick walls, but any rear gardens fronting 
private drive frontage should be tall hedges 
or brick walls with sufficient space for hedge 
screening

Access

• Direct frontage access provided for all units

Parking

• On-plot parking and garaging provided for all 
plots with the potential to provide additional 
visitor parking spaces
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2.9 The following are indicative traffic calming 
measures to promote reduced traffic speeds in 
selected locations within the new proposal:

1. Material choice: instead of tarmac as primary 
road and footpath material, pavement blocks 
should be used where possible to provide a 
physical and psychological measure for drivers 
who will be less likely to speed as the change 
of service influences the comfort of driving 
depending on the speed (physical and acoustic) 

2. Removal of clutter on roads: removing all 
kerbs and road marking to create an open 
and even surface on which motorists and 
pedestrians “negotiate” with each other by eye 
contact. Parking spaces and other areas to be 
highlighted within the street surface by change 
of material rather than road markings or the use 
of kerbs.

3. Gateway Features: Either psychological or 
physical measures or a combination of both 
to provide visual indication for drivers that 
they enter a special place and that they must 
control their speed and give greater priority to 
non-motorised or other road users. They may 
consist of a pinch point created by buildings or 
walls or a physical gateway structure.

4. Buildings: Creating pinch points and narrowing 
with buildings to visually indicate the need for a 
speed reduction to car users.

5. Landscaping/planted areas: creating physical 
measures like tree canopies or hedges 
alongside the road to make drivers feel less 
secure and therefore less able to speed. In 
selected areas and in compliance with the 
Highway Authorities guidelines, landscaping/
planting can be used to restrict driver forward 
visibility and to create a physical diversion 
for motorists. These measures are intended 
to make a road feel narrower than it is and 
therefore less appealing for speeding. 

6. Bends: The geometry of these physical 
measures within the road layout should be in 
accordance with the current design guidance, 
but it should be explored and considered to be 
tighter than the minimum centre line radius and 
apply for the all but the main roads throughout 
the development. Mountable shoulders are 
required and should be provided to enable 
larger vehicles, such as refuse vehicles to 
overrun and access the roads appropriately. 

2.5 Traffic Calming
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3.1 Where parking is located within the street-
scene it will be designed to complement the overall 
design character rather than cause an adverse 
impact.

3.2 A variety of convenient parking solutions 
should be provided throughout the development 
preferably in close proximity to the dwellings which 
should reduce the dominance of the cars and car 
parking within the street scene. 

3.3 Preferable, all allocated parking spaces 
should be provided with electric charging points. 

3.4 Garages and parking spaces on side of 
building will provide parking solutions that are 
easy to use, close to the building and generally 
accessible from the main road.

3.5 Rows of parking should be restricted to five 
perpendicular spaces or two parallel spaces before 
being broken with appropriate landscaping and/or 
tree planting. Hedging is particularly appropriate as 
it add landscape structure to the streetscene.

3.6 A significant proportion of parking should 
be on permeable surfacing.

3.7 Following the Council’s climate 
emergency declaration developments should offer 
opportunities to provide allocated parking spaces 
and/or garages with electric charging points, 
communal charging stations or serve dwellings 
with the necessary wiring to accommodate 
charging infrastructure in the future.

3.0 Car Parking
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On plot parking - Garages & parking spaces
3.8 The parking arrangement most appropriate 
for detached and semi-detached dwellings and 
should be set behind the front garden boundary or 
preferably behind the build line.

3.9 The principles are:

• Garage set back within rear garden to reduce the 
impact of parked cars on the street scene;

• A minimum provision of a one garage space and 
two parking spaces for detached houses and a one 
garage space with one parking spaces for semi- 
detached houses;

• Detached units should be provided with detached 
garages and semi-detached houses should be 
generally provided with a shared double garage;

• Parking spaces should be overlooked by windows;

• Visual impact is softened by planted front gardens;

• Provide room for planting strips for climbing plants 
and trellis to side walk;

• Provide space and appropriate infrastructure on 
buildings and boundary walls to encourage planting 
of climbing species by residents and to allow for 
climbing species to be an integral part of detailed 
landscape plans.

Detached housing with allocated 
parking spaces and garages

Semi-detached housing with allocated 
parking spaces and/or garages

In-front parking
3.10 This parking solution should mainly be 
applied to terraced house types and within the 
shared surface of the community streets.

3.11 The principles are:

• Provision of one to two parking space per dwelling 
provided;

• Parking spaces should be overlooked by windows of 
adjoining properties;

• Visual impact is softened by street planting within 
this street type and by planted front gardens when 
provided;

• Access path, parking space and privacy strip located 
within dwelling curtilage.

Terraced housing with allocated parking spaces 
in front of building
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Courtyard Parking - Homes
3.12 This parking arrangement can be applied in 
pocket park areas and at nodes and junction where 
frontage access is not available. 

3.13 The principles are:

• For security reasons, these courtyards should be 
provided with gated access for the dwellings with 
allocated spaces only;

• Provision of one to two parking spaces per dwelling 
provided;

• Courtyards should be provided with some green 
verges, tree planting between the parking spaces 
and green climbers to gable walls soften the visual 
impact of these areas;

• Rear garden access to dwellings should be provided 
from courtyards.

Allocated parking spaces for some semi-detached 
houses and terraces in strategic locations

Apartment block provided 
with allocated parking 

spaces in parking courts

Courtyard Parking - Apartments
3.14 This parking solution will be used to provide 
appropriate parking spaces for apartment blocks.

3.15 The parking area should have a private 
appearance with planting such as trees, shrubs and 
green verges to avoid a long series of parking bays 
without interruption.

• Planted rain gardens should be provided within 
landscaped areas
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4.0 Provision for Waste Storage & Bin Collection

Semi-detached houses

Standard curtilage collection 
with bin storage in rear garden

Muster collection Muster storage point
Muster collection point 

Communal storage point

Detached houses

Terraced housing - 
adopted highway

Terraced housing - 
private courtyard

Apartment block

4.1 The development should incorporate an 
appropriate waste management plan and make 
provisions to reduce waste by encourage recycling. 

4.2 The layout design should incorporate easy 
and convenient access to refuse and recycling 
storage facilities for all units. Generally, bin storage 
should be located within rear or side gardens for 
detached and semi-detached houses and where 
rear garden access is provided. For terraced units 
and dwellings with no rear garden access, bin 
storage should be inconspicuously located within 
the front gardens, being designed as an integral 
part of the elevation whilst appropriately visually 
screened from public footpath. 

4.3 Apartment blocks should be provided with 
communal refuse storage facilities, which should 
ensure a degree of passive surveillance and be well 
lit for crime prevention reasons. These facilities 
should be sufficiently sized to accommodate the 
amount of refuse and recycling bins and designed 
and sized to be easily accesses for refuse collection 
service.
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5.0 Landscape Strategy
5.1 The landscape strategy should be 
structured with a strong landscape framework 
and follow the design requirements of theme 3 
‘Growing our Town Greener’ of the Taunton Garden 
Town Vision. Furthermore, the strategy should 
utilise the existing green corridors and landscape 
features around and within the site. The landscape 
design will add new green buffers to create an 
outer frame and an inner network of green spaces. 

5.2 The strategy should provide features 
punctuating the routes through the site, in the 
form of pocket parks, substantial areas of open 
space and landscape elements which enhance 
building frontages. The new network of green 
spaces should ensure allotments, orchards and rain 
gardens and wetlands are sufficiently integrated in 
the landscape strategy. Additionally, the strategy 
has to incorporate measures to promote the 
management of water and create diverse habitats 
for local wildlife.
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6.0 Key Areas
6.1 Key areas within the 
masterplan play an important 
role with regards to the overall 
design philosophy. Some areas 
are important by the very nature 
of their function. Others have 
been indicated as such because 
of their important location 
within the scheme, for example 
where they form a gateway, 
where they are located on the 
axis of an important junction, or 
where they surround important 
landscape features existing on 
site.

6.2 The design of the key 
areas are paramount in delivering 
a placemaking agenda. This 
can be achieved by appropriate 
scale and massing of buildings 
together with careful attention 
to detail and materials used for 
building façades, boundaries 
and surface materials. By 
emphasizing design quality 
within these areas we begin to 
rationalise the masterplan and 
provide a design toolkit which 
can be applied throughout the 
development.

6.3 The following key areas 
have been identified on the plan 
below and are detailed on the 
following pages. The guidance 
for each of the areas is provided 
to assist and guide the design 
process for this site. 

6.4 These are:

Hyde Common;

Central Urban Garden;

Northern Avenue;

The Green Lung;  

Hyde Green Corridor; and 

Green Necklace

6.5 Key areas may contain 
key buildings, but it will be 
the form and relationship of 
the group as a whole, and the 
treatment of the open space, 
which will make them stand out 
as a set piece. The key areas will 
form a series of designed spaces 
linking the development and 
green infrastructure together. 
This structure will provide 
legibility for residents and 
visitors alike.

Fig 20:
Key Spaces Location Plan
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1.

Building Form

6.8 The space will have a 
natural identity by virtue of its 
size, location and function but 
this must be reinforced through 
the design of the built form and 
landscaping.

6.9 The houses enclosing 
the space must have a strong 
presence created through 
the use of well-proportioned 
buildings whose overall 
appearance will create vertical 
emphasis. The houses must be 
grouped in terraces and semi-
detached villas with detached 
dwellings plotted at the north-
east and south-west corners 

6.6 Hyde Common is proposed to be a semi-urban space on the western edge of the development 
marking the entrance into the site from this direction. This green space should be considered as a 
recreational park, having a key position in the layout with potential features such as a kick-about area, 
children’s play area, exercise equipment and formal park landscaping.

• an arrival space for the new 
development

• a community hub to connect 
the new development and the 
Phase 1 development

• a connection to the proposed 
sports pitches immediately to 
the west beyond the access 
road

• a transition between the built-
up area and the green necklace 
to the west and south of the 
development

• a space for possible community 
events

• a ‘breathing space’ for the 
existing Hyde Lane Cottages 
which at the moment benefit 
from long distance views 
towards the south

• a space that connects the 
existing Hyde Lane Cottages 
with the wider development via 
the road along the eastern park 
edge 

• a space that is easily 
accessible for pedestrians from 
surrounding streets and the 
wider development

6.7 This area should also function as:

6.1 Hyde Common Key Area
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Existing tree as 
focal point

Vista

Gateway building 
defines the main route 
into the space

Access to shared 
surface streets with 
generous landscaping

Native shrub planting 
with some trees along 
the space edges

Hyde Common to be 
designed and landscaped 
at later stage

Hedge and tree planting  to 
highlight the arrival space 
and links onto the common

Semi-formal design along 
gateway into the development

2.5 storey units used 
to add enclosure to 
the space

Potential pedestrian 
connection to A38 and MH1

Hyde Lane cottages Pedestrian connection 
to Hyde Green

only. The buildings will frame the space and should 
be predominantly 2.5 storey in height. Smaller 2 
storey houses are permitted in the south-west 
corner where plots are to be set back behind 
existing trees, creating a less formal cottage 
aesthetic.

6.10 Architecturally the more formal buildings 
should reflect the Edwardian period evident in 
many parts of Taunton including Staplegrove 
Road and Richmond Road. The sense of rhythm 
can be created with well-proportioned in-line 
openings complemented by buff bricks with red 
brick detailing/ dentil courses and bay windows. 
Gable fronted 2.5 storey houses should be used to 
reinforce the rhythm and provide suitable gateway 
buildings markings the main routes through Hyde 
Common.

6.11 Front garden boundaries must clearly 
differentiate between private and public spaces. 
Dwarf brick walls with railings and hedges behind 
will be particularly appropriate to  reinforcing the 

formal character of this green space. Houses set 
back from the common may have less formal front 
garden boundaries in the form of hedges and picket 
fence combinations.

6.12 Given that the facilities proposed within this 
space are a key attractor within the development as 
a whole, careful consideration should be given to 
reducing conflict between pedestrians, cyclists and 
motorists. 

6.13 This can be achieved by appropriately sized 
footpaths provision and safe crossing points. 

6.14 It should be considered to provide a block 
paved raised table at important junctions with 
tarmac to be used in other locations. 

6.15 The road framing the park edge should be 
designed to avoid dominating the space and be 
separated by a 1.5m high estate railing with hedges 
and trees behind. Footpaths either side should be 
provided the main road leading into the site with 
the secondary road arranged to provide a footpath 
along the park edge only.  

2½ storeys
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1.Design Toolkit
Materials

• Walls: Brick - red or buff / render - smooth or rough, white or off-white painted / natural recon-stone

• Roofs: Slate effect tiles or concrete tiles - grey / double roman tiles - red or brown, potential PV roofing

• Architectural detailing: Brick arch and splayed window heads with keystone inserts. Brick and stone cills and 
projecting stretcher courses. Eaves dentil courses and the use of contrasting brick detail is encouraged. Projecting 
bargeboards and decorative fascias to key buildings

• Surfacing: Block paving to the main junction into the site, shared surface areas and parking courtyards. Black 
bitumen tarmacadam and concrete kerb edges to main routes and footpaths. Conservation kerbs with granite 
aggregated appearance should be used wherever possible to create demarcation, mark walkways and outdoor 
zones and offer a long-term performance solution

Highways & Parking

• Allocated parking should be located set back from the building line in form of on plot parking with garages. In-
front parking should be avoided along the park edge. Visitor parking to the green may be possible if designed 
appropriately

Street Types 

• Primary Street

• Garden Street

• Community Street

Building Typology

• Formal

• Semi Urban

Storey Heights 

• Buildings to be designed to front the green space with activity zone to the west

• Generally 2.5 storey frontage surrounding the green space and development edge with some 2 storey buildings to 
create an interesting roofscape

Landscape and Boundary Treatment

• Native street tree along the green space edge 

• 1.5m estate railing along footpath with hedge behind for front gardens

• Mature hedges along western and northern boundary retained and enhanced

• Low level planting in selected areas to protect native vegetation

• Shared surfacing forming semi-private courtyards with some trees in paving and change in surface treatment

• Feature tree planting within paving as part of courtyards to break up the built form

• If street planting is provided this should be accommodated in green verge separating footpath and road

• Evergreen planting to reflect formal architecture facing the common

Open Space & Play Provision

• Hyde Common forms one of the central features of the development. The open space measures approximately 
0.8ha and could consist of a destination play hub, incorporating a children’s play and a kick-about area and will form 
a connection to the proposed formal playing pitches to the west of the site

Key Area

Space Type 

• Recreational and amenity use

• Formal and informal design
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Key

Hyde Common

Primary Street

Garden Street

Community Streets

Parking Court

Footpath

Hyde Lane

Short Terrace units along Hyde Common edge with key 
buildings pronounced by double gable roof form

Potential to provide artwork

Potential to create informal play spaces

A formal arrangement of houses 
addressing Hyde Common and providing 
surveillance must be created
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2.6.2 Central Urban Garden Key Area

6.16 This green space intersects with the Green Lung to the south and a tree lined avenue connecting to 
the northern part of the development. The space has been designed to limit forward visibility to discourage 
through traffic to and from Creech St Michael. 

6.17 The Central Urban Garden should display a formal townscape character with 2.5 storey buildings 
framing the space. A low brick wall with hedge behind surrounds the green with designated openings 
for accessibility. A footpath along the eastern edge of the space provides access to the buildings along 
this edge which have courtyard parking provided at the rear. The shape of the space is contrary to the 
predominantly linear form of the rest of the development.
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Formal street space 
with grass verge and 
an avenue of trees

Footpath only 
connection to improve 
pedestrian movement 
through the site

Key building  
distinguished by 
house type and 
orientation

Formal landscaped 
space connecting with 
retained trees and 
development to north

Key building at end 
of view axis and at 
important corner

Vista

6.18 This area should function as:

• a nodal point along the main road and marking a 
transition point between the development to the 
north and south

• a multi-functional amenity space in the form of 
landscaped garden

• a transition from the more natural landscape 
character of the Green Lung and the more 
coordinated design of the garden

Building Form
6.19 Buildings addressing the space should take 
the form of terraces. A single element of which 
can be 3 storey to provide a strong focal point 
in a key location. Houses will be predominantly 
narrow width deep plan with the corner buildings 
appropriately widened. Although, some should be 
wide fronted, in order to promote variety in the 
street scene. Turning-corner units must also be 
utilised where appropriate. Apartment buildings 
should be located to provide a focal point when 
passing through the space and will form strong 
corners.

6.20 Those on the western side of the green 
space will be set back behind a green verge and 
a footpath. Apartments will create an appropriate 
space edge with a private footpath running along 
the eastern edge and with direct access to the 
courtyard for the building. An interesting roofscape 
should be created by breaking up the apartment 
frontage and introduce some 2 storey blocks. These 
apartment buildings should be designed to provide 
a visual attractiveness when approaching the space 
and will need to have strong dual frontage corners.

6.21 The garden should be designed as a 
meeting place. It should be a place for passive 
recreation, rest and contemplation. The planting 
regime and design should reinforce the formal 
character of the space and also to provide 
opportunity for social interaction and education. It 
may include public art or specific landmark features 
and/or seating with a natural theme. 

6.22 Flower beds, areas or wildflower meadow, 
green walls and sensory planting may also be used 
in combinations that reflect the nature and intended 
use of the space.

2.5 storeys

3 storeys
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2.

Materials

• Walls: Brick - red or buff / render - smooth or rough, white or off-white painted / natural stone 

• Roofs: Slate effect tiles or plain concrete tiles, potential PV roofing

• Architectural detailing: Brick arch and splayed window heads with keystone inserts. Brick and stone cills and 
projecting stretcher courses. Eaves dentil courses and the use of contrasting brick detail is encouraged. Projecting 
bargeboards and decorative fascias to key buildings

• Surfacing: Tarmac and concrete kerbs to main routes and footpaths. Block paved shared surface and parking  
courtyards. Conservation kerbs with granite aggregated appearance should be used wherever possible to create 
demarcation, mark walkways and outdoor zones and offer a long-term performance solution

Highways & Parking

• A mixture of on plot parking and small parking courtyards

Street Types 

• Primary Street

• Community Street

Building Typology

• Formal

• Semi Urban

Storey Heights 

• Buildings to be designed to front and frame the garden

• Up to 2.5 storeys in height with a single 3 storey element as landmark

Landscape and Boundary Treatment

• Providing a formal footpath along the inner side of the main road

• The footpath along the western road side will be set back behind a green verge which will contain street trees

• Formal boundary treatment of the green space edges with a 1.2m low brick wall and hedge planting behind

• The green space should be designed to promote an informal and natural character with shrub and tree  
planting and seating opportunities provided

• 1.5m estate railing along eastern edge of the green space to separate the private footpath from the open space but 
to still integrate the footpath and amenity space in front of the apartment block into the green space 

Open Space

• The apartment complex will frame and overlook the Urban Garden and Green Lung creating an intentional break 
from the otherwise development structure consisting of houses

• Along the western side of the road , the green verge with trees provides a transition between the avenue to the 
north and the Green Lung to the south

Design Toolkit Key Area

Space Type 

• Informal green space

• Green link between the northern and southern part of 
the development 

• Extension of the Green Lung to the north
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Open space to be framed by up to 3 storey apartment 
units with rear parking court to provide a car free frontage Well designed benches using natural 

materials

Community space

Key feature to be placed at park entrance

Urban Gardens

Central Urban Garden

Primary Street

Garden Street

Community Street

Parking Court

Footpath

Key
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3.6.3 Northern Avenue
6.23 The Northern Avenue is conceived as a wide street with formal tree planting either side within 
generous grass verges enclosed by almost continuous built form frontage terminating with set-piece 
design. This will clearly articulate the avenues importance as a gateway to the northern development area.

6.24 The buildings themselves must provide enclosure without overwhelming the landscape. They 
should therefore convey unity through design based on proportion with an emphasis on vertical rhythm to 
create formality. The heights may be predominantly 2 storey with some 2.5 storey houses to add variety 
and interest to the roofscape and provide key building status. The two corner plots to the south are to be 
designed as gateway buildings.

Key Area
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Buildings arranged as 
formal Victorian style 
cottages

Formal landscaped 
space with grass verge, 
tree planting and 
appropriate property 
boundary treatment 

Shared surface street 
provides pedestrian access 
to employment area

Flat block located at 
important corner

Landmark building 
marking end of view 
axis and end of space

Vis
ta

6.25 This area should function as:

• a connection between Central Urban Garden, 
Hyde Green Corridor and the northern part of the 
development

• a formal open space

• a transit space

Building Form
6.26 The avenue is framed by predominantly 2 
storey terraces and semi-detached houses. Some 
2.5 storey units and apartment blocks are located 
in strategic location to form landmark buildings. A 
common building line is proposed for this space 
with a formal character and feel. Corner buildings 
should be pronounced and designed as dual 
frontage units to create active frontages. Potential 
pedestrian connection to the employment site to 
the east of the development should be announced 
by the provision of key buildings. Parking for the 

apartment block should be provided in the rear 
within landscaped parking courts. Space for rain 
water gardens should be provided within the 
courts.

6.27 The avenue will be designed to create a 
very green and landscaped focused entrance to the 
northern residential area. The width of the grass 
verges should also be sufficient to provide space 
for urban swales to attenuate surface water run-off.  
Front gardens can be low brick wall and hedge or 
picket fence and hedge combinations.

2.5 storeys
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3.

Materials

• Walls: Brick - red or buff / render - smooth or rough, white or off-white painted / natural stone. Bay windows in 
selected houses

• Roofs: Slate effect tiles or plain concrete tiles, potential PV roofing

• Architectural detailing: Brick arch and splayed window heads. Brick and stone cills and projecting stretcher 
courses. Eaves dentil courses and the use of contrasting brick detail is encouraged. Projecting bargeboards and 
decorative fascias to key buildings

• Surfacing: Tarmac and concrete kerbs to main routes and footpaths. Block paved private drives, shared surfaces 
and parking courtyards. Block paved shared surface and parking courtyards. Conservation kerbs with granite 
aggregated appearance should be used wherever possible to create demarcation, mark walkways and outdoor 
zones and offer a long-term performance solution

Highways & Parking

• Principally courtyard parking with some on-plot parking

Street Types 

• Primary Street

• Community Street

• Private Drive

Building Typology

• Cottage style

• Formal / urban

Storey Heights 

• Buildings to be designed to frame the green space

• Generally 2 storey dwellings with some 2.5 storey buildings pronouncing corners and key buildings

• The grass verges alongside the main road are 
intended to accommodate street trees to further 
separate the road from the footpath

• Formal boundary treatment of the property edges 
with a 1.2m high brick wall and hedge planting 
behind

• A clear division between public and private space is 
achieved through the provision of wall and hedge  
combination along all property boundaries

• Potential for the provision of swales within the verge 
green to help control surface water run-off as part of 
the drainage strategy

Landscape and Boundary Treatment

• Providing a formal footpath along both sides along 
the main road set back behind a large grass verge

• The footpaths connect the space with the 
neighbouring areas via pedestrian links towards the 
proposed employment site to the east and the Hyde 
Green footpath to the south

Open Space

• The Northern Avenue is a transit space within the 
development enclosed by a generous open area 
containing green verges and formal planting

• The built form will frame the space with the trees 
providing a landscaped space feel 

Key AreaDesign Toolkit

Space Type 

• Formal green urban space

• Green link between Hyde Green Corridor and the northern part of 
the development

• Linkages to northern and southern development areas together 
with potential link to proposed employment area to the east
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Formal arrangement with avenue 
trees in grass verge.

SUDs measure to be included in the green spaces/ verges

Providing formal view axis to key building

Northern Avenue

Primary Street

Garden Street

Community Street

Private Drive

Parking Court

Footpath

Key
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4.6.4 The Green Lung
6.28 The Green Lung will be a linear green space designed around a line of existing oak trees stretching 
east to west through the southern development area. These trees are highly visible from the surrounding 
area. Their retention and preservation will provide the development with a key orientation feature.

Key Area

6.29 A village character will be created and 
emphasized by plotting a continuous line of 
cottages along the northern fringe of the space. 
Vehicle parking and access will be from the rear 
only on this side in order to create a pleasant 
pedestrian only environment between the houses 
and trees. The road south of the trees must be 
located to create a space of sufficient width to 
allow the whole space to breathe. Buildings fronting 
the road can be plotted as semi-detached or short 
cottage terraces with an appropriate building line to 
frame the space.

6.30 The Green Lung will be a key element of 
the green infrastructure linking Hyde Common 
to the west with the Green Necklace to the east. 

It also connects directly in to the Central Urban 
Garden and avenue beyond to the north. A linear 
footpath along its northern edge will provide access 
to properties and a direct east-west route. A more 
meandering walked route through the trees will 
also provide an opportunity to enjoy the character 
of the space.

24.4.31 This area should function as:

• A central green space within the development

• A formal green space incorporating and enhancing 
existing landscape features

• An orientation space within the scheme which 
is highly visible from outside and within the 
development
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Vista

Vis
ta

Key building

Informal footpath

Semi-detached units 
with on plot parking

Continuous cottage configuration 
along northern edge

Parking at rear to enable 
car free green route that 
incorporates the existing trees

Street trees are not 
required and deeper front 
gardens are provided

Key building located at important 
corner and highlighted by 
building height and orientation

Building Form
6.32 The building style and form, especially 
along the northern open space edge, should 
reflect the architectural appearance and style of 
some cottages found in the surrounding areas and 
settlements such as Queen Square, North Curry. 

6.33 Buildings should be arranged as terraces 
or semi-detached housing. This configuration will 
create a semi-urban character to the open space.

6.34 Key and gateway buildings will have to 
be located along vistas and to indicate changes 
in the road layout. These buildings should be 
distinguished through their appearance and function 
as orientation points within the scheme.  

6.35 A formal arrangement reflective of the 
linear tree line is envisaged and should provided 
predominantly 2 storey buildings with some 2.5 
storey units in key locations. The main road will 
accommodate a single sided footpath along the 
development site with a formal and informal 
pedestrian route within the green open space. 

6.36 The predominant external materials used 
for the buildings and boundary walls should be red 
brick with some render and stone detailing. This 
will ensure the new development is consistent with 
the character of the local area and villages.

Public Realm
6.37 Front gardens are proposed to differ along 
the green corridor. The northern edge will have to 
provide a low brick wall with low hedging behind 
to clearly differentiate between private and public 
space. Front gardens along the primary road are 
proposed to be generously sized emphasising this 
road as a green route and will accommodate hedge 
planting.

6.38 Street trees are not proposed as the 
existing mature trees will dominate the open space 
and will provide sufficient tree cover for the space.

6.39 The ecological value of the Green Lung 
should be enhanced through planting that promotes 
biodiversity as a corridor for wildlife.

2.5 storeys

3 storeys
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4.

Materials

• Walls: Brick - red or buff / render - smooth or rough, white or off-white painted / natural stone  

• Roofs: Slate effect tiles or plain concrete tiles, potential PV roofing

• Architectural detailing: Brick arch and splayed window heads. Brick cills and projecting stretcher courses. 
Generally closed eaves with some exposed rafter feet

• Surfacing: Tarmac and concrete kerbs to main routes and footpaths. Block paved private drives, shared surfaces 
and parking courtyards. Block paved shared surface and parking courtyards. Conservation kerbs with granite 
aggregated appearance should be used wherever possible to create demarcation, mark walkways and outdoor 
zones and offer a long-term performance solution

Highways & Parking

• A mixture of on-plot parking should be proposed along the southern edge with courtyard parking in the rear for 
dwellings along the northern edge. On plot parking should be set back from the building line in form of on-plot 
garaging with parking spaces in front of garage

• Visitor parking can be accommodated along the main road and along the park edge

Street Types 

• Primary Street

• Garden Street

• Community Street

• Private Drive

• Parking Court

Design Toolkit Key Area

Landscape and Boundary Treatment

• As a central feature, the Green Lung should be landscaped to retain the existing mature trees within a sufficiently 
spaced green corridor

• Along the northern edge of the open space, a clear distinction between public and private space should be 
provided with the support of a mix of treatments such as 1.5m high estate railings, walls or hedges. Other property 
boundaries should read as a continuous edge estate railings, hedges or low walls of no more than 1.2m

• Formal footpaths should provide access to the properties

• Informal footpaths should be provided within the open space areas

• A 1.5m estate railing along the private drive to the south east will separate the drive from the open space

Open Space

• The Green Lung will form a natural ecology corridor containing a group of mature oak trees linking Hyde Common 
with the Green Necklace

• This linear green space will function as a movement corridor, a space for passive recreation and reflection, and a 
key ecological asset

Space Type 

• Formal urban green space with informal footpath

• Green link between the Green Necklace to the east and Hyde Common to the 
west

• Characterised by mature trees which are retained as natural features together 
with a proposed ecological corridor

Storey Heights 

• Buildings to be designed to frame the green open space and existing trees

• Generally 2 storey buildings with some 2.5 storey units in key locations and where 
appropriate

Building Typology

• Urban

• Cottage style
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Cottage style units along the inner open space edge 
accessed from the rear with footpath in front of plot

Existing trees to be 
integrated in open space

2 storey, wide frontage cottage style units to be predominant

Green Lung

Primary Street

Garden Street

Community Street

Private Drive

Courtyard

Footpath

Key
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5.6.5 Hyde Green Corridor Key Area

6.40 Hyde Lane is proposed to be partially downgraded and diverted for design reasons. This provides a 
unique opportunity to create a green corridor with already established vegetation and a good connectivity for 
pedestrians and cyclists. The corridor will follow the original Hyde Lane route running east to west parallel to 
the Green Lung and will connect directly to Hyde Common to the west and the Green Necklace to the east. 
Additionally, the green corridor provides a safe connection to the employment area to the east as well as to 
the footpath leading to Creech St. Michael.

6.41 The retained vegetation consists of mature 
hedges and a group of trees which currently frame 
the lane edges and will be highly visible within the 
site. 

6.42 The space should be designed to 
accommodate an informal footpath and where 
possible additional tree and shrub planting with 
the potential to establish ecological areas such as 
wildflower beds and tall grassland. The corridor will 
become an important route for wildlife.

6.43 Buildings along the edges of the green 
space should be set back considerable to protect 
the existing hedges and trees. Existing breaks 
in the hedges should be utilised to create easy 
access to the informal footpath for the residents. 
Houses along the open space edges should also be 

designed to provide continuous natural surveillance 
by having house frontages or bay windows facing 
the space, particular at first floor.

6.44 Hyde Green Corridor and its informal 
footpath will be intersected by the access route(s) 
connecting the southern and northern part of 
the development. This road should be designed 
to provide a safe crossing point for pedestrians 
and cyclists. This could be achieved by a raised 
table, block paving and / or a speed reducing road 
alignment. 

6.45 Currently, Hyde Lane is used not only by 
motorists from Creech St Michael to cross the M5 
motorway and gain access to Bathpool but also 
by pedestrians and cyclists to cross the A38 and 
access the facilities within the MH1 area. 
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6.46 This area should function as:

• A landscaped pedestrian and cycle corridor within the 
development

• An informal green corridor incorporating and 
enhancing existing landscape features to create new 
habitats for wildlife

• A transition space between the northern and 
southern residential development and between 
eastern and western open spaces surrounding the 
site

Building Form
6.47 Buildings along the edges of the space 
should overlook the space by either fronting onto 
the space, or providing an active frontage within 
dual frontage house types. The houses should be 
predominantly 2 storey with some 2.5 storey units 
in strategic locations and should be positioned at 
a minimal distance to the existing hedges. These 
buildings will still be visible behind the hedges 
when viewed from the informal footpath, with 
windows located to provide surveillance.

6.48 The architectural style of the buildings 
should make reference to the cottage style 
taking from the surrounding settlements. Roof 
lines should be oriented east west to create an 
appropriate roofscape and soften the impact of the 
houses to the open space.

Safe pedestrian crossing point 
provided by raised table, block 
paving and reducing  road width

Downgraded part of Hyde Lane to 
be transformed into a green space

Chamfered gables to reduce 
impact on green space

Properties set back from 
existing hedge by private drive

Informal footpath along 
former Hyde Lane corridor

Existing footpath retained

2.5 storeys
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5.Key AreaDesign Toolkit
Materials

• Walls: Brick - red or buff / render - smooth or rough, white or off-white painted / natural stone  

• Roofs: Slate effect tiles or plain concrete tiles, potential PV roofing

• Architectural detailing: Brick arch and splayed window heads. Brick cills and projecting stretcher courses. 
Generally closed eaves with some exposed rafter feet

• Footpath: Stone chipping / crushed stone or tarmac

• Surfacing: Block paved private drives, parking courtyards adjacent to the open space. Tarmac and concrete kerbs 
to main routes and footpaths. Conservation kerbs with granite aggregated appearance should be used wherever 
possible to create demarcation, mark walkways and outdoor zones and offer a long-term performance solution

• Road crossing: Raised table, block paving and / or a speed reducing road alignment

Highways & Parking

• Courtyards parking and on-plot parking for properties along the southern open space edge 

• Private drives along the northern edge with on plot parking for the properties

• No vehicular routes or parking within the corridor itself

Street Types 

• Primary Street crossing

Building Typology

• Formal 

• Cottage style

Landscape and Boundary Treatment

• Hyde Green is a unique feature within the development dominated by the retained hedges and trees along the 
former road edge 

• The open space will be designed to accommodate an informal footpath along with new native species planting to 
enhance biodiversity

• The residential properties should be set back behind the hedges and a grass verge. This grass strip can contain 
informal landscaping and / or ecological corridors and rain gardens

• Along the northern edge of the open space, a clear distinction between public and private space is envisaged by 
setting the properties behind private drives

• The existing footpath currently connecting Hyde Lane with the A38 pedestrian crossing to the north west of the 
site will be retained and incorporated in the layout

Space Type 

• Rural character green route

• Green link between Hyde Lane to the east and Hyde Common to the west

• Characterised by mature hedges and trees along north sides of the former Hyde 
Lane creating a linear corridor broken up by gaps between the hedges to create 
access points for pedestrian and cyclist to the space

Storey Heights 

• Buildings to be designed to complement the green open space and be visible from 
the informal footpath

• Predominantly 2 storey buildings with some 2.5 storey units in key locations and 
where appropriate
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Plots with hipped roofs should be visible above 
the hedgerows from the new footpath Informal new footpath along downgraded Hyde Lane 

Informal southern open space edge 

Hyde Green Corridor

Primary Street

Garden Street

Shared Surface

Private Drive

Courtyard

Footpath

Key

Open Space

• Hyde Green Corridor will form a unique open space within the new settlement providing an improved connection to 
the A38 for pedestrian and cyclists

• The space will be characterised by the retained hedges which will enclose an informal footpath. It sits in a natural 
ecology corridor formed by the hedges and trees

• Hyde Green Corridor will be further enhanced with appropriate landscape design and planting to promote 
biodiversity and its use as a wildlife corridor
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6.6.6 Green Necklace Key Area

6.49 The adopted Core Strategy Policy SS1 
states that the following will be provided: A 
multi-purpose ‘Green Necklace’ of landscape and 
open space surrounding the settlement provide 
allotments, outdoor recreation and wildlife habitat. 
In the Policy the Green Necklace was conceived 
as a belt of landscaping around the Monkton 
Heathfield development. 

6.50 To the south this belt of landscaping is to 
provide a buffer to the M5 Motorway extending 
south-east following the motorway and connecting 
with open landscape north of the canal at Bathpool. 
This open land also includes land between the 
canal and the River Tone, to the south is floodplain 
designated as a wetland restoration zone. This 
whole area is designated as ‘Green Wedge’ as part 
of Taunton’s Green Infrastructure Strategy (Policy 
CP8). 

6.51 The Green Wedge functions to protect 
structurally important and visually sensitive areas 
of open land by maintaining and enhancing their 
landscape character and preventing coalescence 
between the settlements of Bathpool and Monkton 
Heathfield. The Green Wedge also promotes 
integrated landscape and wildlife corridors and will 
be an important contributor to the quality of life 

of nearby residents through the use of footpath, 
towpath and national cycle/regional cycle trail 
adjacent to the canal corridor. The Green Necklace 
and Green Wedge must flow seamlessly together 
to create an appropriate landscape interface 
between the existing urban fabric and proposed 
development. 

6.52 The Green Necklace is therefore an 
important part of Taunton's green infrastructure 
strategy and must reflect its function as a 
multi-purpose area for biodiversity, landscape 
enhancement and recreation potential together with 
appropriate provision for surface water drainage 
storage and release. Rather than being treated 
separately an holistic approach to the design of 
landscape and open space must be adopted that 
responds to the context of the site whilst delivering 
the aims of the Garden Town Vision and Taunton’s 
Green Infrastructure Strategy.

6.53 New tree and woodland planting will 
provide a notable wooded context to the 
development that will be multi-beneficial. 
This follows and complies with the Councils 
commitment and provides an opportunity to plan 
and design in response climate change.
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6.54 The design of the Green Necklace should 
therefore:

• Be designed as an integral part of the overall 
landscape and open space framework for LSoMF

• Provide a strategy for retention of the existing 
landscape features together with general landscape 
enhancement including new tree and woodland 
planting, hedges and wildflower meadows 

• Provide the opportunity to increase biodiversity 
through the creation of wildlife corridors and wetland 
habitats 

• Promote sustainable drainage in the form of open 
swales which can also create habitats for wildlife 
through appropriate design and planting

• Create opportunities for active and passive recreation 
as part of a network of routes throughout the 
development in the form of footpaths, informal paths, 
routes for walking and running (with outdoor exercise 
equipment to promote healthy living) and natural play 
areas 

• Provide seating areas and landscape features to 
create focal points, view corridors and areas for rest 
and reflection within the landscape

• Provide a suitable noise buffer to the M5 Motorway 
with any suitable noise reducing measures following 
results of detailed noise report 

• Provide lighting will need sensitive treatment to 
ensure natural woodland character is achieved and so 
as not to negatively affect wildlife.

• Minimises potential light pollution and any adverse 
effects on wildlife

Properties set back behind private 
drives to enable active frontages 
overlooking the Green Necklace

Mix of detached and semi-detached 
houses along the open space edge

Connection to the Green Lung

Attenuation measures created 
within the Green Necklace

Informal footpaths crossing the 
open space and connecting into 
the development

Potential to provide 2½ storey 
buildings in selected locations

2.5 storeys

3 storeys
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6.

Materials

• Walls: Brick - red or buff / render - smooth or rough, white or off-white painted / natural stone

• Roofs: Slate effect tiles or plain concrete tiles, potential PV roofing

• Architectural detailing: Brick arch and splayed window heads. Brick and stone cills and projecting stretcher 
courses and eaves dentil courses. Projecting bargeboards and fascias to key buildings

• Surfacing: Block paved private drives adjacent to the open space. Conservation kerbs with granite aggregated 
appearance should be used to create demarcation, mark walkways and offer a long-term performance solution 
for the open space edge. Informal footpaths within this greenspace should be gravel bound or similar. Other more 
formal footpath along roads can be blacktop surfacing

Highways & Parking

• Private drives along the northern edge with on plot parking for the properties

• No vehicular routes or parking within the corridor itself

Street Types 

• Private Drive

Space Type 

• Wooded country park character - a natural woodland setting to the development, complimented by glades and 
some areas of open space 

• Part of the ‘Green Necklace’, a belt of landscaping around Monkton Heathfield and Taunton

• Characterised by the retention of the existing landscape features, provision of new hedges, tree and woodland 
planting, new recreational trails and footpaths, and open swales within the open space

• This key space will create opportunities for active / passive recreation, to promote sustainable drainage strategy, to 
increase biodiversity by creating wildlife habitats and to provide a suitable noise buffer to the M5 motorway

• Connect to the development and its more internal green / key areas via access points for pedestrian and cyclists

Building Typology

• Cottage style

• Semi-urban

Design Toolkit Key Area

Storey Heights 

• Buildings to be designed to front the green open space

• Generally 2 storey buildings with some 2½ storey units in key locations

Landscape and Boundary Treatment

• As a multi-purpose open space which compliments the existing vegetation with new hedge, tree and woodland 
planting accompanied with open swales and recreational paths throughout the whole area

• A linear open landscape area located to protect this important area of open land as a contributor to the quality of life 
of the new residents and to promote landscape and wildlife corridors

• Informal footpaths should provide connections into the residential areas, to other key areas and to destination points 
adjacent to the site 

• A clear distinction between public and private space should be provided with the support of a mix of treatments 
such as 1.2m high estate railings or hedges to mark the property boundaries and along the private drives

• Boundaries abutting the open space should be in form of brick walls screened behind appropriate new planting 
such as hedges, trees or climbers. Other property boundaries should read as a continuous edge estate railings, 
hedges or low walls of no more than 1.2m
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Green Necklace

Primary Street

Garden Street

Key

Private Drive

Courtyard

Footpath

Open swale drainage system with natural 
feel and wildlife habitat creation Wildflower meadow

Park bench example

Open Space

• The Green Necklace will form a natural ecology corridor containing existing and new planting including hedges, 
trees, and woodland areas with low level planting in selected areas to protect native vegetation

• The green space should be designed to promote an informal and natural character with shrubs and tree planting 
which should include seating opportunities

• Opportunities should be created to provide areas for growing your own food, micro allotments and community 
orchards within the Green Necklace

• Gravel bound footpaths should be provided suitable for walking, running and cycling

• A swale drainage system should be provided to enhance the ecology of the area and create wildlife habitats These 
swales should be scaled appropriately and should seamless integrate in the designed landscape of the area

• The generally linear green space will function as a movement corridor for residents and visitors, a space for passive 
recreation and reflection, a key ecological asset to the area and a noise buffer to the M5 motorway

• The close proximity to the motorway could provide the opportunity for art installation(s) unique to the area and 
visible form the surrounding area and the motorway
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7.0 Employment Area
Purpose 
7.1 This section describes design concepts for 
the employment site / business park which should 
be considered in terms of meeting the ambitions of 
the Garden Town vision. The resulting framework 
will illustrate the overall vision for the employment 
site setting out a coordinated approach to future 
development whilst maintaining a degree of design 
flexibility.

7.2 This chapter will give generally design 
guidance on the layout only as the end uses are not 
yet determined and might result in various building 
forms and occupations with different abilities to 
fulfill their obligations to meet the Council’s criteria 
on climate emergency, climate resilience, carbon 
neutrality, and tree planting.

7.3 This area however should be seen as 
local scale employment site with access to other 
employment sites and adjacent residential areas 
nearby. 

Masterplan
7.4 The layout form indicates a series of 
plots or ‘rooms’ bounded by landscaping to divide 
parking areas and provide space for swales or other 
attenuation features. Within plots landscaping 
should be used to provide relief to large areas of 
parking and to guide pedestrian routes to building 
entrances. The buildings themselves will provide 
employment in the form of office space, storage 
and light industrial usage. 

7.5 The concept of dividing the employment 
site into rooms will enable the massing of the 
buildings to be controlled by limiting large runs of 
tall buildings. Along with appropriate landscaping 
this will effectively limit the scale of development 
and the visual impact on the surrounding landscape.   

7.6 There is also the opportunity for 
redevelopment of the area surrounding the listed 
building at Langaller Manor Farm for employment 
or other uses. These would be accessed from 
Langaller Lane and any proposals would have to 
be designed to respect the setting of the listed 
building.

Representative Images 

to be added
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Urban Design Principles
7.7 Site access is taken from roundabout 3 off 
the A38 connecting to a second roundabout within 
the site. A gateway should be created here with 
the buildings either side of the roundabout shaped 
to articulate the importance of the entrance. The 
gateway buildings are envisaged to be of a special 
architectural treatment, potentially with additional 
height, to create an orientation point.

7.8 The sites layout is proposed and structured 
along two strong primary routes linking the 
entrance with all parts of the site together. The 
main entrance from the A38 provides access 
to two routes including a connection to Hyde 
Lane to the south. The southern access will 
have restricted access for heavy vehicles but will 
provide convenient access from the new residential 
development and from settlements to the east of 
the motorway such as Creech St Michael.

7.9 Pedestrian links have been provided:

7.10 Along the western boundary to create 
permeability to the residential area here

7.11 To Hyde Lane to the south to connect to 
the new residential area of this application and 
provide a  link over the motorway to Creech St 
Michael

7.12 To MH1 via the existing pedestrian crossing 
over the A38 between roundabout 2 and 3

7.13 Along the eastern and southern boundary 
to connect to the recreational area of the Green 
Wedge

7.14 Routes through the employment site will 
be reinforced by the incorporation of a structured 
landscape treatment alongside the roads which is 
intended to unify the individual plots and highlight 
the routes through the site. 

7.15 Car parking areas have been arranged to 
minimise visual connections with the surrounding 
context and especially along the A38. The 
positioning of car parking behind the main building 
lines along the A38 is intended to shield these 
areas from public view, whilst a combination of 
structured landscape zones provide internally a 
balanced environment shared by roads, parking 
bays, cycle parking sheds and hard / soft 
landscaped areas. Service yards should be located 
at the perimeter of the sites away from the public 
areas. The visual impact of service yards should 
be minimised through the use of appropriate 
landscape buffers.

7.16 Buildings along the A38 key route are 
intended to provide a higher quality finish to 
the built environment and to establish a direct 
relationship between the buildings and road 
through maximum visual interest and glazing. These 
have been positioned to formally address the road, 
which generate a highly visible public frontage and 
profile for the employment area/business park. 

7.17 The buildings addressing roundabout 
1 and the entrance gateway must be designed 
as landmark buildings whose status should be 
recognised through combinations of height, scale 
and design.
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Landscape and Green Infrastructure Strategy
7.18 The existing site is flat and open with 
some mature field boundary hedges, trees and 
groups of trees which will be incorporated into the 
proposed layout where possible. The landscape 
strategy will provide a cohesive identity throughout 
the employment site and tie in with the landscape 
approach of the proposed residential area. 

7.19 The key landscape and green infrastructure 
elements comprise:

• Landscape Frontage to the A38: Existing trees 
and tree groups to be supplemented with 
additional planting to create a green buffer 
between the employment site and the road 
frontage, enhancing biodiversity and creating 
wildlife corridors

• Gateway Entrance: The entrance can be 
framed with planting and trees and designed to 
complement the urban design. Well-designed 
modern signage should be used to enhance the 
overall appearance

• Street Trees: These will provide distinctive visual 
elements partially enclosing the road corridors. 
The main route will be planted with street trees 
to emphasise the importance of this route and 
to function as orientation within the area

• Green Corridor: A landscaped green corridor is 
provided in the northern area connecting with 
established green corridors within MH1 via 
a pedestrian crossing on the A38. The green 
corridor may also contain open swales and 
attenuation features incorporating areas for 
habitat creation as part of the surface water 
drainage strategy. The corridor will connect 
to the Green Necklace as part of the wider 
landscape network of connected spaces

• Parking Areas: The use of native hedges, 
ornamental shrub planting and trees within the 
parking areas could provide visual and seasonal 
interest through the use of flowering fruit trees

• Pedestrian Access: a clearly defined route will 
be created from the residential area to the west 
into the site. This will be landscaped to provide 
an attractive landscaped pedestrian link

• Structure Planting: As a landscape buffer along 
the eastern and the southern boundary. This will 
be provided where enclosure, visual screening 
and separation are appropriate. These areas 
will tie in with the Green Necklace and existing 
mature vegetation around the outer edge of the 
site

• Attenuation Measures: An integrated SUDs 
network should be provided and located within 
the green corridors and spaces in the area. 
The network and any wetland areas and ponds 
should be planted with natural species suited to 
local environment and climate and the creation 
of wetland habitats should be promoted. 
Besides function as attenuation measure, this 
will enhance the ecological value of the site and 
the wider environment
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Highways Design 
7.20 The Street design and hierarchy is aimed 
to provide an effective traffic distribution across 
the site. It should provide a safe environment 
for all users and prioritise a pedestrian and cycle 
movement within the area. 

7.21 The internal roads and roundabout will 
be designed and constructed in line with the 
appropriate guidance to adoptable standards. 
Different design standards might be used across 
the employment site which will be dictated by 
vehicle types such as HGVs using the road and the 
likely capacity requirements.

7.22 Where possible and sensible, footpaths or 
pedestrian/cycleways should be provided either 
side of the carriageway. These can be separated 
from the carriageway behind a grass verge which 
would increase the safety of pedestrians and 
cyclists using this route. 

Cycle Parking
7.23 The level of cycle and motorcycle 
parking should follow the current standards and 
requirements set out in the local policies. In 
particular, adequate provisions for cycle parking 
should be provided as the site is connected to 
the existing cycle network and cycleways are 
proposed within the new proposed employment 
and residential area. 

7.24 Cycle parking areas will need to be 
distributed at each plot within the employment 
area. These areas should be provided in close 
proximity to the building entrance, overlooked by 
the adjacent buildings windows and be sheltered 
from the weather. 

Pedestrian and Cycle Access
7.25 Pedestrian and cycle access will be 
provided by combined footway/cycleways from 
roundabout 3 on the A38, with linkages through 
to the new residential parcels west and south of 
the employment site. Another linkage will utilise 
the existing signalised crossing point on the A38 
stretch between roundabout 2 and 3 which will 
provide a convenient and sustainable connection to 
MH1 and its well-established network of pedestrian 
footpaths and cycleways. Additionally, this link 
provides a connection to the bus route/stops along 
Hardys Road within MH1.

7.26 Pedestrian connections to the new 
proposed residential area adjacent to the site are 
provided to the west and south of the employment 
site. The southern connection is via the secondary 
access whereby the western connection is a 
pedestrianised off-street route along an overlooked 
footpath. 
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